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Thanks for asking all these great questions and joining us for this chat. We're wrapping up
for today, but the transcript will be available here. Apologies to those whose questions we
weren't able to get to.

Aug 7, 2019 11:40 AM Eric Boodman !"

What messages have proven to be most effective with parents to encourage them to
vaccinate their children?

It's hard for me to say what's most effective. Both Gagneur and Leask say
that simply giving information (e.g. a pamphlet) does not work super well;
rather, they propose engaging with the speci.c questions and concerns that
that parent raises. The strategies I've heard most about are a "presumptive"
approach and motivational interviewing; you can read more about them in
my answer to Christine about a half hour ago.

Aug 7, 2019 11:24 AM Lilly G. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:38 AM

Will we get a transcript of this chat? Thanks.

Judy, the chat will be available on our site on this page.

Aug 7, 2019 11:35 AM Judy R. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:37 AM

As a Local Public Health RN, I am advocating to deploy something to help with our low-vax
rates, and this program (as well as ones like Boost Oregon) caught my eye. Our time and
resources are strapped, we don't want to re-invent the wheel. Is there any way to get tied into
the US arm of this study?

My understanding is that Gagneur is still applying for funding to try this
approach out in the United States, so those studies are not currently

Aug 7, 2019 11:27 AM Jenny M. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:31 AM
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underway.

You give one - very interesting - example when the vaccine counseling program worked. Do
you know if the overall eYciency of the program has been measured yet? Can it be?

The team is still analyzing data from implementing the program in around 15
of the biggest maternity wards of the province. That said, as I wrote in my
piece, when Gagneur .rst tried the program out at the hospital where he
works in Sherbrooke, a conversation with a vaccine counselor bumped the
percentage who said they intended to immunize their children from 72 to 87.
His team also reported that the intervention seems to have increased the
vaccination rate at 7 months of age by 7%. When he expanded his research
to three more hospitals and randomly assigned parents to get either a
motivational interview or a pamphlet about vaccination, his analysis of early
data showed an immunization rate of 80% in the kids of those who spoke to
a real live human being and 74% in the families who’d been handed a piece
of paper. In other words, the research looks promising, but of course I can’t
say de.nitively that it’s working.

Aug 7, 2019 10:17 AM Gaelle L. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:31 AM

Although I am retired now, it seems the issue of vaccines comes up frequently. When ask, I
respond with the questions "What are your concerns?" or "What do you think of vaccines?"
Often their concerns are totally different from what I thought they might be. This helps focus
the discussion.

Very interesting, thanks for sharing. It's very like the approach the
counsellors Eric wrote about use.

Aug 7, 2019 11:28 AM Rich Sagall, MD !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:30 AM

Is that kind of engagement happening anywhere in the States?

Yes, some researchers in the US have been looking into how best to address

Aug 7, 2019 11:29 AM Sherilyn G. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:29 AM
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vaccine hesitancy. Some have also adopted motivational interviewing as a
strategy, as the province of Québec has done. Others, meanwhile, take
what’s known as a “presumptive” approach: Not asking if the family wants
the vaccine, but simply assuming they do, because it’s standard of care. “If
you come here with a cough and a fever and I tell you you need a chest x-ray,
I'm making a strong recommendation. I'm saying ‘now, you’re going to go
down to the subway level and get your x-ray and then I’m going to see you
after that x-ray,” Dr. Robert Jacobson, of the Mayo Clinic, told me. He takes
the same approach with vaccines. Then, if the parent brings up anxieties or
questions, he’ll address them. Others have proposed using a presumptive
approach, and then switching to motivational interviewing if the parent
raises doubts. But, as far as I know, these approaches are not currently being
implemented on the kind of scale that the vaccination counselors are in
Québec.

Are the hospitals considering using these counselors with pregnant women too, before
they've even had the baby?

That's a great question. You can take a look at the answer I wrote to Rachael
P. a few minutes ago, whose query was similar.

Aug 7, 2019 11:24 AM Toby S. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:28 AM

A recent New Yorker article outlined how one nurse in the NY Hasidic community engaged in
face to face meetings with mothers about the science behind vaccines, risks/bene.ts, and
scienti.c studies. That's a lot to ask of physicians. Is there way to scale this?

You’re absolutely right that physicians are often too pressed for time to
spend a lot of time walking patients through the scienti.c literature. That’s
part of the reason the initiative in Québec involved a whole new workforce:
Gagneur and the others involved didn’t want these discussions about
vaccines to take time away from other important jobs. That program will be
scaled up to cover every maternity ward in the province. In other words, if all
goes according to plan, almost 100% of new parents will spend about 20
minutes talking with a vaccine counselor.

Another approach is to try to teach these strategies to other caregivers.
That’s what a clinic in Rockland County, New York, did when there was a

Aug 7, 2019 10:16 AM Benedicte C. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:27 AM
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measles outbreak in their community earlier this year: They lew in Dr. Robert
Jacobson from the Mayo Clinic to give providers some tools for having these
discussions. Likewise, in Australia, Professor Julie Leask noticed that
doctors often felt unsure about dealing with parents’ unwillingness to
vaccinate. After all, what the physicians were hearing was that their patients
didn’t really trust them. So she developed some online resources to help
providers have respectful conversations with parents on the subject.

Dr. Amanda Dempsey, at the University of Colorado Denver, has also been
looking into web-based tools, these ones to address parents’ worries
directly. In the program he helped set up, though, Gagneur feels that part of
what works best is having a real-live person who is actively listening to the
parent. Though of course more research is needed to test out all of these
possibilities.

What role does media play in changing vaccine hesitancy? There is discussion about how
media should cover things such as shootings / suicides in order to prevent copy-cat actions.
By reporting on counselors as prophylaxis, for example, does raising awareness potentially
reduce effectiveness?

That's an interesting question but I don't think the answer is knowable at this
time.

Aug 7, 2019 11:24 AM Alexander !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:26 AM

How do you work through the claims of vaccine injury?

Pam Belluck and Reed Abelson at the New York Times wrote what I thought
was a really great explanation of how this system works in the United States.
You can check that out here.

Aug 7, 2019 10:18 AM Julie H. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:25 AM

How would this counseling be paid for in the U.S.? By the hospitals? By insurers?

Aug 7, 2019 10:14 AM Tricia C. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:24 AM
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That’s a great question, and as far as I can tell, nobody really knows the
answer. The Québécois government .rst tested this idea with the help of a
federal grant, but the province is in charge of the program. Perhaps the
closest thing, in the US, would be to integrate this kind of initiative into
municipal or state public health systems—but many of those oYces are
already cash-strapped, with too few employees trying to do too many jobs at
once. (Then again, that was one of the criticisms raised in Québec, too.)

Helen points out that it can be hard to bill for preventative care: Health
systems seem to .nd it easier to pay for things that are done rather than
things that are prevented.

Some studies have suggested 60% of pregnant women make vaccine decisions by the six
month of pregnancy, has any consideration been given to introducing counseling in prenatal
care?

While this initiative was being designed, one of the biggest sticking points
was when the motivational interview would take place. “That was my own
.rst question: ‘Can we do this elsewhere?’” said Dr. Danielle Auger, the
Québécois ministry of health and social services oYcial who is responsible
for the program. “But before birth, not all women get seen, and while there
might be post-partum care, unfortunately it’s not systematic.” Because
almost all women in Québec give birth in the maternity ward, that was
deemed to be the best place to reach the greatest number of parents.

Gagneur also said it can be useful to have the baby present for the
motivational interview, so that the subject is not abstract. They’re not
discussing vaccines in general, but rather their intentions and questions
about vaccinating baby Michel, Sophie, Théophile, or Anne.

Other research groups are exploring the idea of starting discussions on
vaccination during pregnancy: For instance, in Australia, midwives provide a
signi.cant portion of antenatal care, and scientists have proposed that they
might be well-placed to start talking about immunization with parents then.

Aug 7, 2019 10:13 AM Rachael P. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:22 AM

Thanks for sharing information on the work that is being done. Can you share if data has
been/is being collected to evaluate the program?

Aug 7, 2019 11:18 AM LKenn !"
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The team in charge of this program is indeed
collecting data, though the province-wide results
aren't yet available. Likewise, researchers are now
analyzing results from a trial of this initiative in a
number of Canadian provinces, but those numbers
aren't out yet, either. That said, here's what I wrote
about some preliminary studies of the strategy:
"Among over 1,000 mothers at Gagneur’s own
hospital, a conversation with a vaccine counselor
bumped the percentage who said they intended to
immunize their children from 72 to 87. It wasn’t just
talk, either: When he expanded his research to three
more hospitals and randomly assigned parents to
get either a motivational interview or a pamphlet
about vaccination, his analysis of early data showed
an immunization rate of 80% in the kids of those
who spoke to a real live human being and 74% in the
families who’d been handed a piece of paper."

Aug 7, 2019 11:22 AM

How could this play out in regards to the HPV vaccine?

Given that the vaccination counselors in Québec are responding to each
family’s own questions, they do sometimes end up talking about the HPV
vaccine. It is, after all, on the immunization schedule that these counselors
hand out. Sometimes parents ask speci.cally about this shot because it
protects against a virus that is sexually transmitted. The Québécois
government recommends giving this vaccine in fourth grade, when kids’
immune systems are best suited to receiving the prophylaxis and before they
become sexually active. I haven’t seen data on whether Québec’s
motivational interviews might speci.cally improve the rate at which families
say yes to the HPV vaccine, which is not surprising, as the vaccination
counselors only started to be hired in 2017.

That said, Dr. Amanda Dempsey and Dr. Sean O’Leary, of the University of
Colorado Denver, have reviewed the limited literature on how physician
communication inluences HPV vaccine uptake and have proposed a
decision tree in which the doctor .rst gives a brief recommendation of the
vaccine and presumes that the parent will authorize it. If there’s some
hesitation, they then suggest that the provider could start using motivational
interviewing technique to understand and address that family’s speci.c
concerns.

Aug 7, 2019 10:13 AM Eileen L. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:21 AM
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Do strong pubic policies or requirements for immunization actually change opinion or
decision making?

California saw its vaccination rates increase after the state passed
legislation making it harder to use non-medical exemptions to avoid
vaccinating children.

Aug 7, 2019 11:14 AM Julie Hanna !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:19 AM

How do you think this program could be applied in other countries and cultural contexts?

Gagneur and a team of researchers have already tested out the strategy in
other Canadian provinces and are now analyzing those data. They’re also
applying for funding to try the program out in the United States, a number of
European countries, and Australia. Before those studies happen, it’s hard to
say how transferable the initiative is, and how much it might have to be
tweaked. To those involved, addressing each family’s speci.c questions and
concerns without shaming them seems like a promising approach around
the world.

Aug 7, 2019 10:13 AM Lomax B. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:18 AM

I noticed in the article it mentioned that vaccines are dispensed by the pharmacy and then
parents take them to their child's dr appt. Have there been cases of improperly stored
vaccine (not being put in the fridge, left in a car) and issues with vaccine effectiveness?

I should specify that this is something that Gagneur said happened in
France, where he is from, while the story takes place in the Canadian
province of Québec, where he now works. I honestly don't know about issues
with vaccine storage (that didn't come up in my reporting, which wasn't really
focused on France), but as you can see from the story Gagneur told, this
system presented a serious enough law to result in the death of a child,
simply because a mother forgot a vaccine in her fridge.

Aug 7, 2019 11:12 AM Mandy S !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:17 AM
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When is it best to give the .rst Hepatitis B Vaccine? I work in the LDRP setting and we give it
within the .rst two hours of life.

This is really not something we can answer. We’re journalists, not
immunologists.

Aug 7, 2019 10:20 AM Michelle C. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:14 AM

What is the proposed professional criteria for the counselors?

The vaccination counselors tended to be working in other health care jobs
before they took this newly created role. Some were nurses, some social
workers, some physiotherapists, others kinesiologists. They then received
training about both motivational interviewing and the science of vaccines.

Aug 7, 2019 10:17 AM Karissa L. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:12 AM

Best sources of reliable, easy to understand, accurate information to point people to when
they have questions or concerns about vaccinating their kids

I .nd the Pink Book, more oYcially known as “Epidemiology and Prevention
of Vaccine-Preventable Diseases” a really useful resource. It’s published by
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

It has individual chapters on vaccine preventable diseases; each describes
how that disease spreads, what happened to rates of the disease when the
vaccine was introduced, who should (and shouldn’t) get vaccinated and how
well the vaccine works.

Aug 7, 2019 10:18 AM Kristin F. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:12 AM

Will inluenza vaccines be a part of this initiative? Especially for inluenza vaccines for 6
months and older

Aug 7, 2019 10:18 AM Kristen D. !"
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That isn’t necessarily the focus, given that that
vaccine isn’t among the .rst batch of shots that the
Québécois government recommends for infants.
That said, because the vaccination counselors are
addressing that speci.c family’s concerns, if the
parents bring up the lu vaccine, the counselor may
well talk about it with them.

Aug 7, 2019 11:11 AM

Do you know what techniques have been tried out or studied in the US to persuade vaccine-
hesitant parents? How well have they worked?

The two techniques that I've heard most about in reporting on this subject
are a "presumptive" approach and motivational interviewing. In a
presumptive approach, the doctor simply presumes that the parent will say
yes to the physician's recommendation of a vaccine, the way you'd assume
that someone with a broken arm would say yes to a cast. Then, if the parent
raises questions or concerns, the physician will address them. You can read
about motivational interviewing in my piece. In short, it's a way of asking the
parent, non-judgmentally, about their opinions and concerns, and then asking
if they'd like you to address their questions. It's hard for me to say exactly
how well these strategies have worked so far, though experts in the .eld say
that the evidence looks good for both.

Aug 7, 2019 11:04 AM Christine !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:10 AM

Are there other medical situations in the past (or current) that are similar to vaccine
hesitancy?

I guess that depends on how you de.ne similar. Something that seems
similar to me is the embrace of unproven alternative therapies. Take
homeopathy: There isn’t science supporting it and there is science refuting it,
like this interesting Canadian study that looked at what did & didn’t happen in
a trial where some university students were given real vaccines, others were
given homeopathic “vaccines” and the third group was given a placebo. The
immune response to the homeopathy mirrored that of placebo group; the
antibody levels in the people who received them didn’t change, while
antibody levels in the students vaccinated with real vaccines all rose. And
yet a fair number of people reject what the science shows and continue to

Aug 7, 2019 10:13 AM Debra C. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:10 AM
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use these products.

Likewise about 10 years ago an Italian scientist claimed that insuYcient
drainage of blood from the brain was responsible for multiple sclerosis and
that if veins in the neck were opened up with stents MS patients got better.
There were lots of reasons to approach this claim with caution, but the idea
took the MS community in some countries by storm and people were
traveling to Costa Rica and Poland and other places seeking this unproven
therapy. Eventually studies showed the scientist was wrong. But a few
patients died and many spent lots of money and had their hopes dashed.

A recent NYTimes story noted a 2014 intervention intended to convince parents that
vaccines didn’t cause autism led to even fewer concerned parents saying they’d vaccinate.
How can advocacy groups help end vaccine hesitancy & make sure the results of the 2014
intervention aren’t replicated?

It’s very interesting — and disheartening — that interventions meant to help
turn out having the opposite effect. Other studies have shown that too. I
know a researcher who thought introducing people to someone who had had
polio might make them view vaccines more favorably; his thought was if
people don’t fear these diseases because they aren’t seen anymore, it’s
harder for them to value the vaccines. But it actually had the opposite effect.
When he interviewed people after they’d met with the polio survivor, they
were unmoved. And they felt they’d been manipulated.

Figuring out what works is very challenging.

As for your question about how advocacy groups can help, I’m afraid we
aren’t in a position to offer advice. Sorry.

Aug 7, 2019 11:07 AM Daniel H. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:08 AM

Do the counselors meet both parents together or separately? Sometimes both parents are
not on the same page but one of them may be uncomfortable discussing this in front of their
spouse.

That de.nitely came up when I was following around one of the vaccination
counselors. Often, they try to ask each parent, one after the other, to see if

Aug 7, 2019 10:19 AM Atul S. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:05 AM
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they're on the same page, and to get them thinking together about what
they'd like to do in the interest of their child. For instance, after one mother
spoke, Mathieu Savard would turn to the father and say, "What do you think?"
But he didn't speci.cally talk about parents not wanting to talk about this in
front of their spouse or partner.

Gagneur spoke to Etienne-Rousseau for over an hour, which is both lovely and daunting. Is
that the average amount of time a vaccine counselor spends with a parent? If yes, how could
this strategy be adapted for medical systems that are under a higher patient burden?

Thanks so much for asking this question. Gagneur’s conversation with
Étienne-Rousseau was not oYcially part of the province-wide program he
helped set up, though he did use some of the same communication
strategies. The discussions that vaccination counselors have with parents
usually last about 20 minutes. Because the hospital staff saw that Étienne-
Rousseau was especially hesitant, they asked if she’d be open to a special
one-on-one. The vaccination counselor program was designed to be
implemented on a province-wide scale, but it’s hard to say exactly what that
might look like in a system with more patients. Some researchers have
explored integrating these kinds of strategies into the work of other
caregivers.

Aug 7, 2019 10:18 AM Fernanda F. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:02 AM

How many generations need to be successfully protected for a vaccine to be considered
safe and effective? How do vaccines keep up with changing strains (or not)?

Vaccines aren’t tested over generations before being approved for use. But
clinical trials testing if new vaccines work are typically really large, involving
thousands or tens of thousands of children. This trial of a rotavirus vaccine
is an example. It involved more than 63,000 children. Large trials should
make clear if a vaccine works and is safe and if a trial shows an
experimental vaccine is safe and effective, the company developing it will
typically apply for the right to market the vaccine.

But some rare side effects will only ever come to light after a vaccine has
been licensed and is being broadly used. That’s because sometimes these
adverse events occur at a rate of about 1 case per 1 million people (or more)

Aug 7, 2019 10:13 AM Hanna A. !"

Aug 7, 2019 11:02 AM
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vaccinated. Millions of people need to be vaccinated for it to be clear that
that small increase in cases of whatever the adverse event didn’t happen by
chance, they were caused by the vaccine. Vaccine safety is monitored even
after a vaccine has been licensed; if red lags pop up that appear to point to
problems they are investigated.

As for keeping up with evolving strains, that happens if needed but it isn’t
needed so often. An exception is lu vaccine, which is rarely identical two
years in a row. Flu vaccines protect against 3 or 4 types of lu and those
viruses evolve constantly. Scientists from around the world work with the
World Health Organization to decide when lu vaccines need to be updated.

Why do vaccines create hesitancy but antibiotics, for instance, compel misuse or overuse?

That is such an interesting question. But I think if you shift your prism a bit,
you can see that the responses to the 2 issues aren’t so dissimilar.

Before I explain why I’m saying that, I’m going to challenge the wording of
your question. Vaccines don’t create hesitancy. Some people develop
hesitancy to vaccines.

Back to my answer: Public health authorities would like people to consider
two factors when they are making health decisions: the bene.ts to their own
health (or the health of their children) and the bene.ts to society as a whole.
They urge people to vaccinated to protect individual children and to protect
the vulnerable in society. They urge people to not misuse or overuse
antibiotics both for the health of the individual (so they don’t develop
resistant infections) and to preserve the eYcacy of antibiotics for society as
a whole.

But individuals make health choices based on their own (or their children’s)
perceived needs, not to bene.t society. So for those who fear vaccines, the
risk they perceive vaccines pose to their children negates for them any
responsibility to contribute to herd immunity. Likewise, those who fear their
children are sick prioritize their needs over what’s good for society as a
whole.

By the way, Eric’s initial reaction was different from mine. He thinks the
difference relates to the fact that vaccines are given as prophylaxis, to
prevent something from happening, whereas antibiotics are taken as
treatment. "We tend to be better at taking medications when an illness is
actually giving us unpleasant symptoms than when it's a real but hard-to-

Aug 7, 2019 10:17 AM Rijul K. !"

Aug 7, 2019 10:59 AM
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imagine threat."

Earlier this summer, I traveled to Québec to report on an innovative experimental strategy to
reduce parents’ anxieties about vaccines. You can read that story here. I’m joined today by
STAT’s senior writer on infectious disease, Helen Branswell. We’re here to answer your
questions about the approach taken in Québec and how it .ts into the wider context of
immunization. Please note that, as reporters, our job is not to give advice.

Aug 7, 2019 10:57 AM Eric Boodman !"
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